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Web directories and focused crawling. The uncontrolled nature of Web content presents additional challenges
to Web page classification as compared to traditional text classification, but the interconnected nature of
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1. INTRODUCTION

Classification plays a vital role in many information management and retrieval tasks.
On the Web, classification of page content is essential to focused crawling, to the assisted development of web directories, to topic-specific Web link analysis, to contextual
advertising, and to analysis of the topical structure of the Web. Web page classification
can also help improve the quality of Web search.
In this survey we examine the space of Web classification approaches to find new
areas for research, as well as to collect the latest practices to inform future classifier
implementations. Surveys in Web page classification typically lack a detailed discussion of the utilization of Web-specific features. In this survey, we carefully review the
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Web-specific features and algorithms that have been explored and found to be useful
for Web page classification. The contributions of this survey are
—a detailed review of useful Web-specific features for classification;
—an enumeration of the major applications for Web classification; and
—a discussion of future research directions.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: the background of Web classification
and related work are introduced in Section 2; features and algorithms used in classification are reviewed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively; we discuss several related
issues in Section 5, and point out some interesting directions and conclude the article
in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Before reviewing Web classification research, we first introduce the problem, motivate
it with applications, and consider related surveys in Web classification.
2.1. Problem Definition

Web page classification, also known as Web page categorization, is the process of assigning a Web page to one or more predefined category labels. Classification is traditionally
posed as a supervised learning problem [Mitchell 1997] in which a set of labeled data
is used to train a classifier which can be applied to label future examples.
The general problem of Web page classification can be divided into more specific problems: subject classification, functional classification, sentiment classification, and other
types of classification. Subject classification is concerned about the subject or topic of a
Web page. For example, judging whether a page is about “arts,” “business,” or “sports”
is an instance of subject classification. Functional classification cares about the role
that the Web page plays. For example, deciding a page to be a “personal homepage”,
“course page” or “admission page” is an instance of functional classification. Sentiment
classification focuses on the opinion that is presented in a Web page, that is, the author’s attitude about some particular topic. Other types of classification include genre
classification (e.g., zu Eissen and Stein [2004]), search engine spam classification (e.g.,
Gyöngyi and Garcia-Molina [2005b]; Castillo et al. [2007]), and so on. This survey focuses on subject and functional classification.
Based on the number of classes in the problem, classification can be divided into binary classification and multiclass classification, where binary classification categorizes
instances into exactly one of two classes (as in Figure 1(a)), and multiclass classification
deals with more than two classes. Based on the number of classes that can be assigned
to an instance, classification can be divided into single-label classification and multilabel classification. In single-label classification, one and only one class label is to be
assigned to each instance, while in multilabel classification, more than one class can be
assigned to an instance. If a problem is multiclass, for example, four-class classification,
it means four classes are involved, for example, Arts, Business, Computers, and Sports.
It can be either single-label, where exactly one class label can be assigned to an instance
(as in Figure 1(b)), or multilabel, where an instance can belong to any one, two, or all
of the classes (as in Figure 1(c)). Based on the type of class assignment, classification
can be divided into hard classification and soft classification. In hard classification, an
instance can either be or not be in a particular class, without an intermediate state,
while in soft classification, an instance can be predicted to be in some class with some
likelihood (often a probability distribution across all classes, as in Figure 1(d)).
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Fig. 1. Types of classification.

Based on the organization of categories, Web page classification can also be divided
into flat classification and hierarchical classification. In flat classification, categories
are considered parallel, that is, one category does not supersede another, while in hierarchical classification, the categories are organized in a hierarchical tree-like structure, in which each category may have a number of subcategories. An illustration
is shown in Figure 2. Section 4 will address the issue of hierarchical classification
further.

2.2. Applications of Web Classification

As briefly introduced in Section 1, classification of Web content is essential to many
information retrieval tasks. Here, we present a number of such tasks.
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Fig. 2. Flat classification and hierarchical classification.

2.2.1. Constructing, Maintaining or Expanding Web Directories (Web Hierarchies). Web directories, such as those provided by Yahoo!1 and the dmoz Open Directory Project (ODP),2
provide an efficient way to browse for information within a predefined set of categories.
Currently, these directories are mainly constructed and maintained by editors, requiring extensive human effort. As of February 2008, it was reported [Netscape Communications Corporation 2008] that there were 78,940 editors involved in the dmoz ODP.
As the Web changes and continues to grow, this manual approach will become less effective. One could easily imagine building classifiers to help update and expand such
directories. For example, Huang et al. [2004a, 2004b] proposed an approach for the
automatic creation of classifiers from Web corpora based on user-defined hierarchies.
Furthermore, with advanced classification techniques, customized (or even dynamic)
views of Web directories can be generated automatically. There appears to be room for
further interesting work on automatic construction of Web directories.
2.2.2. Improving Quality of Search Results. Query ambiguity is among the problems that
undermine the quality of search results. For example, the query term bank could mean
the border of a body of water or a financial establishment. Various approaches have
been proposed to improve retrieval quality by disambiguating query terms. Chekuri
et al. [1997] studied automatic Web page classification in order to increase the precision of Web search. A statistical classifier, trained on existing Web directories, is applied
to new Web pages and produces an ordered list of categories in which the Web page
can be placed. At query time the user is asked to specify one or more desired categories so that only the results in those categories are returned, or the search engine
returns a list of categories under which the pages would fall. This approach works
when the user is looking for a known item. In such a case, it is not difficult to specify
1 http://www.yahoo.com/.
2 http://www.dmoz.org/.
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the preferred categories. However, there are situations in which the user is less certain about what documents will match, for which the above approach does not help
much.
Search results are usually presented in a ranked list. However, presenting categorized, or clustered, results can be more useful to users. An approach proposed by Chen
and Dumais [2000] classifies search results into a predefined hierarchical structure
and presents the categorized view of the results to the user. Their user study demonstrated that the category interface is liked by the users better than the result list
interface, and is more efficient for users to find the desired information. Compared
to the approach suggested by Chekuri et al. [1997], this approach is less efficient at
query time because it categorizes Web pages on-the-fly. However, it does not require
the user to specify desired categories; therefore, it is more helpful when the user does
not know the query terms well. Similarly, Käki [2005] also proposed presenting a categorized view of search results to users. Experiments showed that the categorized view
is beneficial for the users, especially when the traditional ranking of results is not
satisfactory.
Page et al. [1998] developed the link-based ranking algorithm called PageRank.
PageRank calculates the authoritativeness of Web pages based on a graph constructed
by Web pages and their hyperlinks, without considering the topic of each page.
Since then, research has been conducted to differentiate authorities of different topics. Haveliwala [2003] proposed Topic-Sensitive PageRank, which performs multiple
PageRank calculations, one for each topic. When computing the PageRank score for
each category, the random surfer jumps to a page in that category at random rather
than just any Web page. This has the effect of biasing the PageRank to that topic. This
approach needs a set of pages that are accurately classified. Nie et al. [2006] proposed
another Web-ranking algorithm that considers the topics of Web pages. In that method,
the contribution that each category has to the authority of a Web page is distinguished
by means of soft classification, in which a probability distribution is given for a Web
page being in each category. In order to answer the question “To what granularity of
topic the computation of biased page ranks make sense?” Kohlschutter et al. [2007]
conducted an analysis on ODP categories, and showed that ranking performance increases with the ODP level up to a certain point. It seems further research along this
direction is quite promising.
2.2.3. Helping Question Answering Systems. A question-answering system may use classification techniques to improve its quality of answers. Yang and Chua [2004a, 2004b]
suggested finding answers to list questions (where a set of distinct entities are expected,
e.g., “Name all the countries in Europe”) through a Web page functional classification.
Given a list question, a number of queries are formulated and sent to search engines.
The Web pages in the results are retrieved and then classified by decision tree classifiers
into one of the four categories: collection pages (containing a list of items), topic pages
(representing an answer instance), relevant pages (supporting an answer instance), and
irrelevant pages. In order to increase coverage, more topic pages are included by following the outgoing links of the collection pages. After that, topic pages are clustered, from
which answers are extracted.
There have additionally been a number of approaches to improving the quality
of answers by means of question classification [Harabagiu et al. 2000; Hermjakob
2001; Kwok et al. 2001; Zhang and Lee 2003] which are beyond the scope of this
survey.
One interesting question that previous publications have not answered is how useful Web page subject classification is in question answering systems. In Section 2.2.2,
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we reviewed a number of approaches that use the topical information of Web pages
to improve the performance of Web search. Similarly, by determining the category of
expected answers to a question and classifying the Web pages that may contain candidate answers, a question answering system could benefit in terms of both accuracy and
efficiency.
2.2.4. Building Efficient Focused Crawlers or Vertical (Domain-Specific) Search Engines. When
only domain-specific queries are expected, performing a full crawl is usually inefficient.
Chakrabarti et al. [1999] proposed an approach called focused crawling, in which only
documents relevant to a predefined set of topics are of interest. In this approach, a
classifier is used to evaluate the relevance of a Web page to the given topics so as to
provide evidence for the crawl boundary.
2.2.5. Other Applications. Besides the applications discussed above, Web page classification is also useful in Web content filtering [Hammami et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2006],
assisted Web browsing [Armstrong et al. 1995; Pazzani et al. 1996; Joachims et al.
1997], contextual advertising [Broder et al. 2007a, 2007b], ontology annotation [Seki
and Mostafa 2005], and knowledge base construction [Craven et al. 1998].
2.3. The Difference Between Web Classification and Text Classification

The more general problem of text classification [Sebastiani 1999, 2002; Aas and Eikvil
1999; Tan 1999; Tong and Koller 2001; Cardoso-Cachopo and Oliveira 2003; Bennett
et al. 2005] is beyond the scope of this article. Compared with standard text classification, classification of Web content is different in the following aspects. First, traditional
text classification is typically performed on structured documents written with consistent styles (e.g., news articles) [Chekuri et al. 1997], while Web collections do not
have such a property. Second, Web pages are semistructured documents in HTML,
so that they may be rendered visually for users. Although other document collections may have embedded information for rendering and/or a semistructured format,
such markup is typically stripped for classification purposes. Finally, Web documents
exist within a hypertext, with connections to and from other documents. While not
unique to the Web (consider e.g., the network of scholarly citations), this feature is
central to the definition of the Web, and is not present in typical text classification
problems. Therefore, Web classification is not only important, but distinguished from
traditional text classification, and thus deserving of the focused review found in this
article.
2.4. Related Surveys

Although there are surveys on textual classification that mention Web content, they
lack an analysis of features specific to the Web. Sebastiani [2002] mainly focused on
traditional textual classification. Chakrabarti [2000] and Kosala and Blockeel [2000]
reviewed Web mining research in general as opposed to concentrating on classification.
Mladenic [1999] reviewed a number of text-learning intelligent agents, some of which
are Web-specific. However, her focus was on document representation and feature selection. Getoor and Diehl [2005] reviewed data mining techniques which explicitly consider
links among objects, with Web classification being one of such areas. Fürnkranz [2005]
reviewed various aspects of Web mining, including a brief discussion on the use of link
structure to improve Web classification. Closer to the present article is the work by
Choi and Yao [2005] which described the state-of-the art techniques and subsystems
used to build automatic Web page classification systems.
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This survey updates and expands on prior work by considering Web-specific features
and algorithms in Web page classification.
3. FEATURES

In this section, we review the types of features found to be useful in Web page classification research.
Written in HTML, Web pages contain additional information, such as HTML tags,
hyperlinks, and anchor text (the text to be clicked on to activate and follow a hyperlink
to another Web page, placed between HTML <A> and </A> tags), other than the
textual content visible in a Web browser. These features can be divided into two broad
classes: on-page features, which are directly located on the page to be classified, and
features of neighbors, which are found on the pages related in some way to the page to
be classified.
3.1. Using On-Page Features
3.1.1. Textual Content and Tags. Directly located on the page, the textual content is the
most straightforward feature that one may use. However, due to the variety of uncontrolled noises in Web pages, directly using a bag-of-words representation for all terms
may not achieve top performance. Researchers have tried various methods to make better use of the textual features. One popular method is feature selection, which we cover
in Section 4. N-gram representation is another method that has been found to be useful.
Mladenic [1998] suggested an approach to automatic Web page classification based on
the Yahoo! hierarchy. In this approach, each document is represented by a vector of features, which includes not only single terms, but also up to five consecutive words. The
advantage of using n-gram representation is that it is able to capture the concepts expressed by a sequence of terms (phrases), which are unlikely to be characterized using
single terms. Imagine a scenario of two different documents. One document contains
the phrase New York. The other contains the terms new and york, but the two terms
appear far apart. A standard bag-of-words representation cannot distinguish between
them, while a 2-gram representation can. However, an n-gram approach has a significant drawback: it usually generates a space with much higher dimensionality than the
bag-of-words representation does. Therefore, it is usually performed in combination
with feature selection.
One obvious feature that appears in HTML documents but not in plain text documents is HTML tags. It has been demonstrated that using information derived from
tags can boost the classifier’s performance. Golub and Ardo [2005] derived significance
indicators for textual content in different tags. In their work, four elements from the
Web page were used: title, headings, metadata, and main text. They showed that the
best result was achieved from a well-tuned linear combination of the four elements.
This approach only distinguished the four types of elements while mixing the significance of other tags. Kwon and Lee [2000, 2003] proposed classifying Web pages using a
modified k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, in which terms within different tags are given
different weights. They divided all the HTML tags into three groups and assigned each
group an arbitrary weight.
Thus, utilizing tags can take advantage of the structural information embedded in
the HTML files, which is usually ignored by plain text approaches. However, since
most HTML tags are oriented toward representation rather than semantics, Web page
authors may generate different but conceptually equivalent tag structures. Therefore,
using HTML tagging information in Web classification may suffer from the inconsistent
formation of HTML documents.
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41, No. 2, Article 12, Publication date: February 2009.
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Good-quality document summarization can accurately represent the major topic of
a Web page. Shen et al. [2004] proposed an approach to classifying Web pages through
summarization. They showed that classifying Web pages based on their summaries can
improve accuracy by around 10% as compared with content-based classifiers.
Rather than deriving information from the page content, Kan and Thi [Kan 2004; Kan
and Thi 2005] demonstrated that a Web page can be classified based on its URL. While
not providing ideal accuracy, this approach eliminates the necessity of downloading
the page. Therefore, it is especially useful when the page content is not available or
time/space efficiency is strictly emphasized.
3.1.2. Visual Analysis. Each Web page has two representations, if not more. One is the
text representation written in HTML. The other is the visual representation rendered
by a Web browser. They provide different views of a page. Most approaches focus on the
text representation while ignoring the visual information. Yet the visual representation
is useful as well.
A Web page classification approach based on visual analysis was proposed by
Kovacevic et al. [2004], in which each Web page is represented as a hierarchical “visual adjacency multigraph.” In the graph, each node represents an HTML object and
each edge represents the spatial relation in the visual representation. Based on the results of visual analysis, heuristic rules are applied to recognize multiple logical areas,
which correspond to different meaningful parts of the page. The authors compared the
approach to a standard bag-of-words approach and demonstrated great improvement.
In a complementary fashion, a number of visual features, as well as textual features,
were used in the Web page classification work by Asirvatham and Ravi [2001]. Based
on their observation that research pages contain more synthetic images, they used
the histogram of the images on the page to differentiate between natural images and
synthetic images to help classification of research pages.
Although the visual layout of a page relies on the tags, using visual information of the
rendered page is arguably more generic than analyzing document structure focusing
on HTML tags [Kovacevic et al. 2004]. The reason is that different tagging may have
the same rendering effect. In other words, sometimes one can change the tags without
affecting the visual representation. Based on the assumption that most Web pages
are built for human eyes, it makes more sense to use visual information rather than
intrinsic tags.
On-page features are useful but they provide information only from the viewpoint of
the page creator. Sometimes it is necessary to use features that do not reside on the
page. We discuss this issue in the following subsection. Besides the features discussed
above, self-tagging systems like that used by Technorati3 allow authors to associate
their blogs with arbitrary category names. This feature, as will be discussed in Section
5.4, is also useful in classification.
3.2. Using Features of Neighbors
3.2.1. Motivation. Although Web pages contain useful features, as discussed above, in
a particular Web page these features are sometimes missing, misleading, or unrecognizable for various reasons. For example, some Web pages contain large images or flash
objects but little textual content. In such cases, it is difficult for classifiers to make
reasonable judgments based on the features on the page.
In order to address this problem, features can be extracted from neighboring pages
that are related in some way to the page to be classified to supply supplementary
3 Technorati:

http://www.technorati.com/.
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information for categorization. There are a variety of ways to derive such connections
among pages. One obvious connection is the hyperlink. Since most existing work that
utilizes features of neighbors is based on hyperlink connection, in the following, we focus
on hyperlinks connection. However, other types of connections can also be derived, and
some of them have been shown to be useful for Web page classification. These types of
connections are discussed in Section 3.2.5.
3.2.2. Underlying Assumptions. When exploring the features of neighbors, some assumptions are implicitly made in existing work. Usually, it is assumed that, if pages
pa and pb belong to the same category, pages neighboring them in the Web graph share
some common characteristics. This assumption does not require that the neighboring
pages belong to the same category as pa and pb do. In the following, we refer to this thesis as the weak assumption. The weak assumption works in both subject classification
and functional classification. Under the weak assumption, a classifier can be derived
from the features of the neighboring pages of training examples, and used to predict
the categories of testing examples based on the features of their neighbors.
In subject classification, a stronger assumption is often made—that a page is much
more likely to be surrounded by pages of the same category. In other words, the presence
of many “sports” pages in the neighborhood of pa increases the probability of pa being
in “sports.” We term this the strong assumption. The strong assumption requires a
strong correlation between the links and topics of Web pages. Davison [2000] showed
that linked pages were more likely to have terms in common. Chakrabarti et al. [2002]
studied the topical structure of the Web and showed that pages tend to link to pages on
the same topic. Similarly, Menczer [2005] also showed a strong correlation between the
links and content of Web pages. The strong assumption has been shown to work well
in subject classification on broad (i.e., high-level) categories. However, evidence for its
validity on fine-grained categories is lacking. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that the
strong assumption works in function classification. Under the strong assumption, one
might build statistical classifiers to predict the category of the page in question simply
by taking the majority class of its neighboring pages.
3.2.3. Neighbor Selection. Another question when using features from neighbors is
that of which neighbors to examine. Existing research has mainly focused on pages
within two steps of the page to be classified. At a distance no greater than two, there are
six types of neighboring pages according to their hyperlink relationship with the page
in question: parent, child, sibling, spouse, grandparent, and grandchild, as illustrated
in Figure 3. The effect and contribution of the first four types of neighbors have been
studied in existing research. Although grandparent pages and grandchild pages have
also been used, their individual contributions have not yet been specifically studied. In
the following, we group the research in this direction according to the neighbors that
are used.
In general, directly incorporating text from parent and child pages into the target
page does more harm than good because parent and child pages are likely to have
different topics than the target page [Chakrabarti et al. 1998; Ghani et al. 2001; Yang
et al. 2002]. This, however, does not mean that parent and child pages are useless.
The noise from neighbors can be greatly reduced by at least two means: using an
appropriate subset of neighbors, and using an appropriate portion of the content on
neighboring pages. Both methods have been shown to be helpful.
Using a subset of parent and child pages can reduce the influence from pages on
different topics than those on the target page. For example, while utilizing parent and
child pages, Oh et al. [2000] required the content of neighbors to be sufficiently similar
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41, No. 2, Article 12, Publication date: February 2009.
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Fig. 3. Neighbors within a radius of two.

to the target page. Using a portion of content on parent and child pages, especially
the content near enough to the hyperlink that points to the target page, can reduce
the influence from the irrelevant part of neighboring pages. Usually, title, anchor text,
and the surrounding text of anchor text on the parent pages are found to be useful.
This family of approaches takes advantage of both hyperlinks and HTML structure
information. Below, we review some existing approaches of this type.
Attardi et al. [1999] proposed using the title, anchor text, and a portion of text surrounding the anchor text on parent pages to help determine the target page’s topic,
and showed promising results. Fürnkranz [1999] used features on parent pages like
anchor text, the neighborhood of anchor text, and the headings that precede the link,
and showed improvement over the classifier that uses text on the target page alone. In
later work, an interesting approach was proposed by Fürnkranz [2001] in which text
on the parent pages surrounding the link was used to train a classifier instead of text
on the target page. As a result, a target page was assigned multiple labels by such a
classifier, one for each incoming link. These labels were then combined by some voting
scheme to form the final prediction of the target page’s class. Yang et al. [2002] reviewed
various approaches to hypertext classification. Their results were mixed, finding that
identification of hypertext regularities and appropriate representations were crucial to
categorization performance. They noted, however, that “algorithms focusing on automated discovery of the relevant parts of the hypertext neighborhood should have an
edge over more naive approaches” [Yang et al. 2002, page 239]. Sun et al. [2002] showed
that SVM classifiers using the text on the target page, page title (as separate features),
and anchor text from parent pages can improve classification compared with a pure text
classifier. Similarly, Glover et al. [2002] demonstrated that utilizing extended anchor
text (the surrounding text of anchor text, including the anchor text itself) from parent
pages can improve accuracy compared with the classifier which uses on-page content
only. Utard and Fürnkranz [2005] also proposed using a portion of text as opposed to
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41, No. 2, Article 12, Publication date: February 2009.
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the full text on parent pages. They studied individual features from parent pages such
as anchor text, the neighborhood of anchor text, the paragraph containing the link, the
headings before the anchor text, as well as the text on the target page, and showed a
significant improvement of pair-wise combinations of such features over the individual
features. Besides directly using a portion of the text on parent pages, implicitly utilizing information from parent pages could also be successful, such as applying wrapper
learners to anchor text on parent pages, as proposed by Cohen [2002].
Sibling pages are even more useful than parents and children. This was empirically demonstrated by Chakrabarti et al. [1998] and again by Qi and Davison [2006].
Such sibling relationships can also help in relational learning of functional categories
[Slattery and Mitchell 2000].
Using multiple types of neighbors can provide additional benefits. Calado et al. [2003]
studied the use of several link similarity measures in Web page topical classification,
in which the link similarities are derived from hyperlinked neighbors within two steps.
Appropriate combinations of such link similarities and textual classifiers can make
great improvement over textual classifiers. Qi and Davison [2006] proposed a method
to enhance Web page classification by utilizing the class and content information from
neighboring pages in the link graph. The categories represented by four kinds of neighbors (parents, children, siblings, and spouses) are combined to help with the page in
question. That study of the contribution of the four types of neighbors revealed that
while sibling pages were the most important type of neighbor to use, the other types
are also of value.
Instead of individually considering each target page together with its neighbors, some
algorithms may collectively consider the class labels of all the nodes within a graph.
This type of approach is discussed in Section 4.2.
The idea of utilizing information from neighbors can also be applied to unsupervised
learning. By applying graph partitioning methods on a crafted graph combining direct hyperlinks, cocitation relationships, and textual similarities, He et al. [2002] were
able to generate better clusters. Drost et al. [2005] proposed finding communities in
linked data by using similarity metrics based on cocitation and bibliographic coupling
relationships, as well as content similarity. Angelova and Siersdorfer [2006] proposed
an approach to linked document clustering by means of iterative relaxation of cluster
assignments on a linked graph.
In summary, on the one hand, although parent, child, sibling, and spouse pages are
all useful in classification, siblings have been found to be the best sources; on the other
hand, since using information from neighboring pages may introduce extra noise, they
should be used carefully. The effect of grandparent and grandchild pages has not been
well studied.
As mentioned earlier, little work has examined the effect of pages beyond two steps
away. There are at least two reasons for this: first, due to the explosive number of
neighbors, utilizing features of neighbors at a long distance is expensive; second, the
farther away the neighbors are, the less likely they are to have topics in common with
the page being classified [Chakrabarti et al. 2002], and thus they are less useful in
classification.
3.2.4. Features of Neighbors. The features that have been used from neighbors include
labels, partial content (anchor text, the surrounding text of anchor text, titles, headers),
and full content.
Some researchers have taken advantage of neighboring pages which have already been labeled by humans. For example, Chakrabarti et al. [1998], Slattery and
Mitchell [2000], and Calado et al. [2003] used the labels of neighbors in their work. The
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41, No. 2, Article 12, Publication date: February 2009.
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advantage of directly using labels is that human labeling is more accurate than classifiers. The disadvantage is that these labels are not always available. (Human-labeled
pages, of course, are available on only a very small portion of the Web.) When the labels are not available, these approaches would either suffer significantly in terms of
coverage (leaving a number of pages undecidable) or reduce to the result of traditional
content-based classifiers.
As discussed earlier in Section 3.2.3, using the partial content of neighbors can reduce
the effect of irrelevant topics on neighboring pages. As one kind of partial content of
parents, anchor text is usually considered a tag or a concise description of the target
page [Amitay 1998; Davison 2000]. It is useful in Web classification as well as in Web
search. However, given that anchor text is usually short, it may not contain enough
information for classification. As shown by Glover et al. [2002], “anchortext alone is not
significantly better (arguably worse) than using the full-text alone” (page 568). Using
the surrounding text of anchor text (including the anchor text itself), as in Glover et al.
[2002], or using anchor text indirectly, as in Cohen [2002], can address this problem. For
carefully created pages, information in titles and headers is generally more important
than the generic text. Therefore, it is reasonable to use titles and anchors instead of
the full content of neighboring pages, or to emphasize them when using full content.
Compared with using labels of neighbors, using partial content of neighboring pages
does not rely on the presence of human-labeled pages in the neighborhood. The benefit
of using such partial content, however, partially relies on the quality of the linked
pages.
Among the three types of features, using the full content of neighboring pages is
the most expensive; however it may generate better accuracy. Oh et al. [2000] showed
that using the class of neighbors provides a 12% gain in the F-measure over the approach which only considers on-page content. They also showed that including content of neighbors can increase the F-measure by another 1.5%. Qi and Davison [2006]
demonstrated that additionally using the topical labeling of neighboring page content
outperforms two other approaches which only use the human-generated class labels of
neighbors.
The approaches that utilize features of neighbors are compared in Table I. From the
table, we can see that class label is a frequently used feature. Interestingly, anchor text
is less frequently used than one would expect given its apparent descriptive power.
3.2.5. Utilizing Artificial Links. Although hyperlinks are the most straightforward type
of connection between Web pages, it is not the only choice. One might also ask which
pages should be connected/linked (even if not linked presently). While simple textual
similarity might be a reasonable start, a stronger measure is to consider pages that
cooccur in top query results [Fitzpatrick and Dent 1997; Beeferman and Berger 2000;
Glance 2000; Wen et al. 2002; Zaiane and Strilets 2002; Davison 2004]. In this model,
two pages are judged to be similar by a search engine in a particular context, and
would generally include pages that contain similar text and similar importance (so
that they both rank high in a query). Based on the idea of utilizing information in
queries and results, Shen et al. [2006] suggested an approach to creating connections
between pages that appear in the results of the same query and are both clicked by
users, which Shen et al. termed implicit links. Thus, they utilized similarity as formed
by the ranking algorithm, but also by human insight. Their comparison between implicit links and explicit links (hyperlinks) showed that implicit links can help Web page
classification. A similar approach which classifies Web pages by utilizing the interrelationships between Web pages and queries was proposed by Xue et al. [2006]. The
main idea is to iteratively propagate the category information of one type of object
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Chakrabarti
et al. [1998]
Attardi et al.
[1999]
Fürnkranz
[1999]
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Table I. Comparison of Approaches Using Features of Neighbors
Types of
On-page
Types of
Assumption
Neighbors
Features
Features
Based Upon
Used
Utilized?
Used
Weak
Sibling
No
Label

Combination
Method
N/A

Weak

Parent

No

Text

N/A

Weak

Parent

No

Multiple
voting
schemes

Slattery and
Mitchell [2000]
Fürnkranz [2001]

Weak

Sibling

No

Anchor text,
extended
anchor text,
and headings
Label

Weak

Parent

No

Multiple
voting
schemes

Glover et al. [2002]

Weak

Parent

Yes

Sun et al. [2002]

Weak

Parent

Yes

Cohen [2002]

Weak

Parent

No

Calado et al. [2003]

Strong

Yes

Angelova and
Weikum [2006]

Weak

Yes

Text and
label

N/A

Qi and Davison
[2006]

Strong

All six types
within
two steps
“Reliable”
neighbors in
a local graph
Parent, child,
sibling, spouse

Anchor text,
extended
anchor text,
and headings
Extended
anchor text
Anchor text,
plus text &
title of
target page
Text and
anchor
Label

Yes

Text and
label

Weighted
average

N/A

N/A
Using
them as
separate
features
N/A
Bayesian
network

(pages or queries) to related objects. This approach showed an improvement of 26% in
F-measure over content-based Web page classification. In addition to Web page classification, artificial connections built upon query results and query logs can be used for
query classification.
Links derived from textual similarities can also be useful. Based on a set of feature
vectors generated from Web directories, Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2005] proposed
using feature vectors that are similar enough to the content of the target document
to help classification, although such links are not explicitly generated. Given a Web
directory such as dmoz or Yahoo!, a feature vector is generated for each node (category)
by selecting highly representative terms in the category description, URL, and the
Web sites within that category. After that, the feature generator compares the input
text with the feature vectors of all the directory nodes, and vectors that are similar
enough are chosen to enrich the bag-of-words representation of the input page’s text.
The authors’ other approaches that utilize external knowledge (such as Wikipedia4 and
ODP) for automatic feature generation are described in Gabrilovich and Markovitch
[2006, 2007].
There are other methods to generate such artificial links but they have not been tested
with respect to Web classification, such as the “generation links” proposed by Kurland
and Lee [2005, 2006], in which links are created between documents if the language
model induced from one document assigns high probability to another. Another example
4 http://wikipedia.org/.
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is the links proposed by Luxenburger and Weikum [2004], which are generated through
high-order links within query logs and content similarity.
There are opportunities for future research in this direction. For example, co-clickthrough data is generally quite sparse. An interesting question is how the sparsity of
such data affects its usefulness in Web classification. In addition, it would be useful to
see how well the combination of artificial links and hyperlinks works.
3.3. Discussion: Features

On-page features directly reside on the page to be classified. Methods to extract on-page
features are fairly well developed and relatively inexpensive to use. While obtaining
features of neighbors is computationally more expensive (particularly for researchers
not within search engine companies), these features provide additional information
that cannot be obtained otherwise. When designing a classifier, a decision needs to be
made regarding the the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. Yang et al. [2003] compared the computational complexity of several popular text categorization algorithms
by means of formal mathematical analysis and experiments. However, most work on
Web-specific classification lacks an analysis of computational complexity, which makes
an implementer’s decisions more difficult.
A comparison of many of the approaches reviewed in this section across several characteristics is shown in Table II. In order to provide a rough idea of performance for each
approach, the baseline classifier with which the approach is compared and its reported
improvement over the baseline are listed in the table. However, since the results of different approaches are based on different implementations and different datasets, the
performance comparison provided here should only serve as a start of a comprehensive
evaluation. From Table II, we can see that
—Web classification techniques achieve promising performance, although there appears to be room for improvement;
—bag-of-words and set-of-words are popular document representations; and
—existing approaches are evaluated over a wide variety of metrics and datasets, making
it difficult to compare their performance.
Although the benefits of utilizing features of neighbors have been shown in many
articles, little work has been done to analyze the underlying reason why such features are useful. In general, features of neighbors provide an alternative view of a Web
page, which supplements the view from on-page features. Therefore, collectively considering both can help reduce classification error. Jensen et al. [2004] investigated the
underlying mechanism of collective inference, and argued that the benefits do not only
come from a larger feature space, but from modeling dependencies among neighbors
and utilizing known class labels. Such explanations may also apply to why Web page
classification benefits from utilizing features of neighbors.
Sibling pages are even more useful than parents and children. We speculate that the
reason may lie in the process of hyperlink creation. When linking to other pages, authors
of Web pages often tend to link to pages with related (but not the same) topics of the
current page. As a result, this page, as a whole, may not be an accurate description of its
outgoing links. The outgoing links, however, are usually on the same topic, especially
those links adjacent to each other. In other words, a page often acts as a bridge to
connect its outgoing links, which are likely to have common topics. Therefore, sibling
pages are more useful in classification than parent and child pages.
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Table II. Comparison of Web Page Classification Approaches
Feature
Baseline
Reported
Document
Selection
Approach
Task
Classifier
Improv.
Represent.
Criteria
Chakrabarti
Topical
A termFrom 32%
Bag-of-words A score-based
et al. [1998]
based
to 75%
function
classifier
(accuracy)
derived from
built on
Duda and
TAPER
Hart [1973]
Mladenic
Topical
N/A
N/A
N-gram
Gram
[1999]
frequency
Fürnkranz
Functional A text
From 70.7%
Set-of-words Entropy
[1999]
classifier
to 86.6%
(for baseline
(accuracy)
classifier)
Slattery
Functional N/A
N/A
Relations
No feature
and Mitchell
selection
[2000]
Kwon and
Topical
A kNN
From 18.2%
Bag-of-words Expected
Lee [2000]
classifier
to 19.2%
mutual
with
(microinformation
traditional
averaging
and
cosine
breakeven
mutual
similarity
point)
information
measure
Fürnkranz
Functional A text
From 70.7%
Set-of-words Entropy
[2001]
classifier
to 86.9%
(for baseline
(accuracy)
classifier)
Sun et al.
Functional A text
From 0.488
Set-of-words No feature
[2002]
classifier
to 0.757
selection
(F-measure)
Cohen
Topical
A simple
From 91.6%
Bag-of-words No feature
[2002]
bag-ofto 96.4%
selection
words
(accuracy)
classifier
Calado
et al.
[2003]
Golub and
Ardi [2005]

Topical

Qi and
Davison
[2006]

Topical

Topical

A kNN
textual
classifier
N/A

From 39.5%
to 81.6%
(accuracy)
N/A

Bag-of-words Information
gain

An SVM
textual
classifier

From 73.1%
to 91.4%
(accuracy)

Bag-of-words No feature
selection

Word/phrase

No feature
selection

Evaluation
Dataset
Yahoo!
directory

Yahoo!
directory
WebKB
WebKB
Hanmir

WebKB
WebKB
A custom
crawl on
nine
company
Web sites
Cade
directory
Engineering
Electric
Library
ODP
directory

4. ALGORITHMS

The types of features used in Web page classification have been reviewed in the previous
section. In this section, we focus on the algorithmic approaches.
4.1. Dimension Reduction

Besides deciding which types of features to use, the weighting of features also plays an
important role in classification. Emphasizing features that have better discriminative
power will usually boost classification. Feature selection can be seen as a special case
of feature weighting, in which features that are eliminated are assigned zero weight.
Feature selection reduces the dimensionality of the feature space, which leads to a reduction in computational complexity. Furthermore, in some cases, classification can be
more accurate in the reduced space. A review of traditional feature selection techniques
used in text classification can be found in Yang and Pedersen [1997].
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There are a variety of measures to select features. Some simple approaches have been
proven effective. For example, Shanks and Williams [2001] showed that only using the
first fragment of each document offers fast and accurate classification of news articles.
This approach is based on an assumption that a summary is present at the beginning
of each document, which is usually true for news articles, but does not always hold for
other kinds of documents. However, this approach was later applied to the hierarchical
classification of Web pages by Wibowo and Williams [2002a], and was shown to be useful
for Web documents.
Besides these simple measures, there have been a number of feature selection approaches developed in text categorization, such as information gain, mutual information, document frequency, and the χ 2 test. These approaches can also be useful for Web
classification. Kwon and Lee [2000] proposed an approach based on a variation of the
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, in which features are selected using two well-known
metrics: expected mutual information and mutual information. They also weighted
terms according to the HTML tags in which the term appears, that is, terms within
different tags bear different importance. Calado et al. [2003] used information gain,
another well-known metric, to select the features to be used. However, based on existing research, it is not clear to what extent feature selection and feature weighting
contributed to the improvement. Yan et al. [2005] proposed a novel feature selection
approach which is more efficient and effective than information gain and χ 2 test on
large-scale datasets.
In text categorization, there is a class of problems in which categories can be distinguished by a small number of features while a large number of other features only add
little additional differentiation power. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2004] studied such
types of classification problems and showed that the performance of SVM classifiers
can be improved in such problems by aggressive feature selection. They also developed
a measure able to predict the effectiveness of feature selection without training and
testing classifiers.
Unlike the above approaches, which explicitly select a subset of features, another type
of approach decomposes the original document-feature matrix into smaller matrices,
which effectively transforms the original feature space into a smaller but less intuitive
space. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [Deerwester et al. 1990] is a popular approach in
this category. However, its high computational complexity makes it inefficient to scale.
Therefore, research experiments utilizing LSI in Web classification (e.g., Zelikovitz and
Hirsh [2001]; Riboni [2002]) are based on small datasets. Some work has improved upon
LSI (e.g., probabilistic Hofmann [1999a, 1999b]) and made it more applicable to large
datasets. Research has demonstrated the effectiveness of such improvements [Cohn and
Hofmann 2001; Fisher and Everson 2003]. Their efficiency on large datasets, however,
needs further study. A matrix factorization approach similar to LSI was proposed by
Zhu et al. [2007], which jointly factorizes link matrix and content matrix to compute
a transformed document representation. Their experiments showed improvement over
traditional classification algorithms.
4.2. Relational Learning

Since Web pages can be considered as instances which are connected by hyperlink
relations, Web page classification can be solved as a relational learning problem, which
is a popular research topic in machine learning. Therefore, it makes sense to apply
relational learning algorithms to Web page classification. Relaxation labeling is one of
the algorithms that works well in Web classification.
Relaxation labeling was originally proposed as a procedure in image analysis [Rosenfeld et al. 1976]. Later, it became widely used in image and vision analysis, artificial
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intelligence, pattern recognition, and Web mining. “In the context of hypertext classification, the relaxation labeling algorithm first uses a text classifier to assign class
probabilities to each node (page). Then it considers each page in turn and reevaluates
its class probabilities in light of the latest estimates of the class probabilities of its
neighbors” (Chakrabarti [2003], pages 190–191).
Relaxation labeling is effective in Web page classification [Chakrabarti et al. 1998; Lu
and Getoor 2003; Angelova and Weikum 2006]. Based on a new framework for modeling
link distribution through link statistics, Lu and Getoor [2003] proposed a variation of
relaxation labeling, in which a combined logistic classifier is used based on content and
link information. This approach not only showed improvement over a textual classifier,
but also outperformed a single flat classifier based on both content and link features.
In another variation proposed by Angelova and Weikum [2006], not all neighbors are
considered. Instead, only neighbors that are similar enough in content are used.
Besides relaxation labeling, other relational learning algorithms can also be applied
to Web classification. Sen and Getoor [2007] compared and analyzed relaxation labeling along with two other popular link-based classification algorithms: loopy belief
propagation and iterative classification. Their performance on a Web collection was
better than textual classifiers. Macskassy and Provost [2007] implemented a toolkit
for classifying networked data, which utilized a collective inference procedure [Jensen
et al. 2004], and demonstrated its powerful performance on several datasets including Web collections. Unlike others, Zhang et al. [2006] proposed a novel approach
to relational learning based on both local text and link graph, and showed improved
accuracy.
4.3. Modifications to Traditional Algorithms

Besides feature selection and feature weighting, efforts have also been made to tweak
traditional algorithms, such as k-Nearest Neighbor and Support Vector Machine (SVM),
in the context of Web classification.
k-Nearest Neighbor classifiers require a document dissimilarity measure to quantify the distance between a test document and each training document. Most existing kNN classifiers use cosine similarity or inner product. Based on the observation
that such measures cannot take advantage of the association between terms, Kwon
and Lee [2000, 2003] developed an improved similarity measure that takes into account the term cooccurrence in documents. The intuition is that frequently cooccurring terms constrain the semantic concepts of each other. The more cooccurring terms
two documents have in common, the stronger the relationship between the two documents. Their experiments showed performance improvements of the new similarity measure over cosine similarity and inner product measures. Gövert et al. [1999]
reinterpreted the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm with probability computation. In this
probabilistic kNN, the probability of a document d being in class c is determined by
its distance between its neighbors and itself and its neighbors’ probability of being in
class c.
Most supervised learning approaches only learn from training examples. Cotraining,
introduced by Blum and Mitchell [1998], is an approach that makes use of both labeled
and unlabeled data to achieve better accuracy. In a binary classification scenario, two
classifiers that are trained on different sets of features are used to classify the unlabeled
instances. The prediction of each classifier is used to train the other. Compared with
the approach which only uses the labeled data, this cotraining approach is able to cut
the error rate by half. Ghani [2001, 2002] generalized this approach to multiclass problems. The results showed that cotraining does not improve accuracy when there are a
large number of categories. On the other hand, the proposed method, which combines
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error-correcting output coding (a technique to improve multiclass classification performance by using more than enough classifiers; see Dietterich and Bakiri [1995] for
details) with cotraining, was able to boost performance. (See Tan and Wang [2007] for
another example of using error-correcting output coding in text classification.) Park
and Zhang [2003] also applied cotraining in Web page classification, which considers
both content and syntactic information.
Classification usually requires manually labeled positive and negative examples. Yu
et al. [2004] devised an SVM-based approach to eliminate the need for manual collection
of negative examples while still retaining similar classification accuracy. Given positive
data and unlabeled data, their algorithm is able to identify the most important positive
features. Using these positive features, it filters out possible positive examples from
the unlabeled data, which leaves only negative examples. An SVM classifier can then
be trained on the labeled positive examples and the filtered negative examples.
Cost-sensitive learning is not a new topic; however, there are interesting facets when
performing cost-sensitive learning on the Web. Liu et al. [2005b] argued that, when
training models on Web pages, popular or important Web pages should be given more
weight. They modified the SVM algorithm to assign higher weight to relatively high
PageRank pages, and showed improvement over the default SVM.
4.4. Hierarchical Classification

Most existing Web classification approaches focus on classifying instances into a set of
categories on a single level. Research specifically on hierarchical Web classification is
comparatively scarce.
Based on classical “divide and conquer,” Dumais and Chen [2000] suggested the use of
hierarchical structure for Web page classification. Their work demonstrated that splitting the classification problem into a number of subproblems at each level of the hierarchy is more efficient and accurate than classifying in a nonhierarchical fashion. Wibowo
and Williams [2002b] also studied the problem of hierarchical Web classification and
suggested methods to minimize errors by shifting the assignment into higher-level categories when lower-level assignment is uncertain. Peng and Choi [2002] proposed an
efficient method to classify a Web page into a topical hierarchy and update category
information as the hierarchy expands.
Liu et al. [2005a] studied the scalability and effectiveness of using SVMs in classifying documents into very large-scale taxonomies. They found that, although hierarchical
SVMs are more efficient than flat SVMs, neither of them can provide satisfying results
in terms of effectiveness in large taxonomies. Although hierarchical settings are beneficial to SVM classifiers compared with flat classification, they also showed that hierarchical settings do more harm than good when using k-Nearest Neighbor and naive
Bayes classifiers.
With regard to the evaluation of hierarchical classification, Sun and Lim [2001] proposed measuring the performance of hierarchical classification by the degree of misclassification, as opposed to measuring the correctness, considering distance measures
between the classifier-assigned class and the true class. Kiritchenko [2005] provided a
detailed review of hierarchical text categorization.
4.5. Combining Information from Multiple Sources

Methods utilizing different sources of information can be combined to achieve further
improvement, especially when the information considered is orthogonal. In Web classification, combining link and content information is quite popular [Calado et al. 2003;
Qi and Davison 2006].
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A common way to combine information from multiple sources is to treat information
from different sources as different (usually disjoint) feature sets, on which multiple
classifiers are trained. After that, these classifiers are combined together to generate
the final decision. There are various methods to combine such classifiers [Kuncheva
2004], including well-developed methods in machine learning such as voting and stacking [Wolpert 1992]. Combining SVM kernels derived from different sources is another
viable method. Joachims et al. [2001] showed that the combined kernels of text and cocitation among Web pages could perform better than each kernel individually. A similar
combining approach was used in Xu et al. [2007]. Besides these combining methods, cotraining, as discussed previously in Section 4.3, is also effective in combining multiple
sources of information since different classifiers are usually trained on disjoint feature
sets.
Based on the assumption that each source of information provides a different viewpoint, a combination has the potential of having better knowledge than any single
method. However, it often has the disadvantage of additional resource requirements.
Moreover, the combination of two does not always perform better than each separately.
For example, Calado et al. [2003] showed that the combination of a bibliographic coupling similarity measure with a kNN content-based classifier is worse than kNN alone.
5. OTHER ISSUES

In Sections 3 and 4, we discussed the two important factors in classification: features
and algorithms. Other related issues, such as Web page preprocessing and dataset
selection, also have an effect on classification. We cover such issues here.
5.1. Web Page Content Preprocessing

In most experimental work reviewed in this survey, preprocessing is performed before
the content of Web pages is fed into a classifier. HTML tags are usually eliminated.
However, the content of meta keyword, meta description, and “ALT” fields of image tags
is usually preserved. Although stemming may be used in Web search, it is rarely utilized
in classification. The intuition is that stemming is used in indexing mainly in order
to improve recall, while in the scenario of Web classification, given enough training
instances, different forms of a particular term will appear if the term is important.
5.2. Dataset Selection and Generation

Since Web page classification is usually posed as a supervised learning problem, it
requires the presence of labeled training instances. In addition, test instances also
need to be labeled for the purpose of evaluation.
Since manual labeling can require an excessive amount of human effort, many researchers use subsets of the existing Web directories that are publicly available. The
two most frequently used Web directories are the Yahoo! directory and the dmoz ODP.
Others include the Cade directory5 (a Brazilian Web directory, now merged with Yahoo!), HanMir6 (a Korean Web directory), and Engineering Electric Library7 (EEL, a
directory providing engineering information).
The use of different datasets makes it difficult to compare performance across multiple algorithms. Therefore, the Web classification research community would benefit from a standard dataset for Web page classification, such as the TREC datasets
5 http://br.cade.yahoo.com/.
6 http://hanmir.com/.
7 http://eels.lub.lu.se/.
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[NIST 2007] for information retrieval. Although the “WebKB” dataset [Craven et al.
1998] is one such dataset, it is small and provides only limited functional classes.
In addition to using Web directories as evaluation dataset, one might consider artificially generated datasets. Davidov et al. [2004] proposed a method that can automatically generate labeled datasets for text categorization with desired properties, for
example, classification difficulty. Based on existing hierarchical Web directories such
as ODP, this algorithm first finds categories with appropriate text distance, then crawls
Web sites under those categories and filters out noise. Although the generated dataset
may potentially inherit the bias coming from the Web directory on which it is based
(such as toward older or high-quality pages), this approach practically eliminates the
need for human effort in the generation of some kinds of datasets, while providing flexibility for users to control the characteristics of the generated dataset. Unfortunately,
this approach does not provide datasets containing an appropriate Web structure that
more recent neighborhood-based classification approaches would require.
5.3. Web Site Classification

Web sites (rather than pages) can also be classified. One branch of research only uses
a Web site’s content. Pierre [2001] proposed an approach to the classification of Web
sites into industry categories utilizing HTML tags.
Another branch focuses on utilizing the structural properties of Web sites. It has
been shown that there is close correlation between a Web site’s link structure and its
functionality. Amitay et al. [2003] used structural information of a Web site to determine
its functionality (such as search engines, Web directories, corporate sites). Motivated by
the same intuition, Lindemann and Littig [2006] further analyzed the relation between
structure and functionality of Web sites.
There is also research that utilizes both structural and content information. Ester
et al. [2002] investigated three different approaches to determining the topical category
of a Web site based on different Web site representations. In their algorithms, a Web
site can be represented by a single virtual page consisting of all pages in the site, by a
vector of topic frequencies, or by a tree of its pages with topics. Experiments showed that
the tree classification approach offers the best accuracy. Tian et al. [2003] proposed to
represent a Web site by a two-layer tree model in which each page is modeled by a DOM
(document object model) tree and a site is represented by a hierarchical tree constructed
according to the links among pages. Then a hidden markov tree based classifier is used
for classification.
Classification of Web pages is helpful to classifying a Web site. For example, in Ester
et al. [2002], knowing the topic of the pages in a site can help determine the Web site’s
topic. Presumably, site categorization could also benefit Web page classification but the
results of such an approach have not been reported.
5.4. Blog Classification

The word blog was originally a short form of Web log, which, as defined by the MerriamWebster Dictionary,8 is a Web site that contains online personal journal with reflections,
comments, and often hyperlinks provided by the writer. As blogging has gained in popularity in recent years, an increasing amount of research about blogs has also been
conducted. Research into blog classification can be broken into three types: blog identification (to determine whether a Web document is a blog), mood classification, and
genre classification.
8 http://mw1.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blog.
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Research into the first category aims at identifying blog pages from a collection of
Web pages, which is essentially a binary classification of blog and nonblog. Nanno
et al. [2004] presented a system that automatically collects and monitors blog collections, identifying blog pages based on a number of simple heuristics. Elgersma and
Rijke [2006] examined the effectiveness of common classification algorithms on blog
identification tasks. Using a number of human-selected features (some of which are
blog specific, e.g., whether characteristic terms are present, such as Comments and
Archives), they found that many off-the-shelf machine–learning algorithms can yield
satisfactory classification accuracy (around 90%).
The second category of research includes identification of the topic, mood or, sentiment
of blogs. Most existing approaches in this category recognize mood at the level of individual post; some target recognition of mood reflected by a collection of posts. Mihalcea
and Liu [2006] showed that blog entries expressing the two polarities of moods, happiness and sadness, are separable by their linguistic content. A naive Bayes classifier trained on unigram features achieved 79% accuracy over 10,000 mood-annotated
blogposts. Similarly, Chesley et al. [2006] demonstrated encouraging performance in
categorizing blog posts into three sentiment classes (objective, positive, and negative).
However, real-world blog posts indicate moods much more complicated than merely
happiness and sadness (or positive and negative). Mishne [2005] showed that classifying blog posts into a more comprehensive set of moods is a challenging task (for both
machine and human). When doing binary classification of blog posts on more than a
hundred predefined moods, SVM classifiers trained on a variety of features (content
and noncontent) made small (while consistent) improvement (8%) over random guessing. Using a similar approach, Leshed and Kaye [2006] achieved 76% overall accuracy
when classifying into the 50 most frequent moods. While recognizing mood for individual blog posts can be difficult, later work done by Mishne and Rijke [2006] showed that
determining aggregate mood across a large collection of blog posts can achieve a high
accuracy. Many blog systems allow authors and users of blogs to assign arbitrary tags
to blog posts. These tags can be considered as additional information for classification.
Based on empirical study, Berendt and Hanser [2007] drew the conclusion that “tags
are not meta data, but just more content—to some people (page 26).” Tags have been
shown to be more effective features in classification than blog titles and descriptions
[Sun et al. 2007]. Besides being used as features for classification, tags can also be
seen as the task for classification. Research has shown that tags can be predicted with
reasonable accuracies [Jäschke et al. 2007; Veres 2006].
The third category focuses on the genre of blogs. Research in this category is usually
done at the blog level. Nowson [2006] discussed the distinction of three types of blogs:
news, commentary, and journal. Qu et al. [2006] proposed an approach to the automatic
classification of blogs into four genres: personal diary, news, political, and sports. Using unigram tfidf [Salton and McGill 1983] document representation and naive Bayes
classification, Qu et al.’s approach can achieve an accuracy of 84%.
So far, it seems research from both the second and the third category suffers from
the lack of a well-defined taxonomy. For mood/sentiment classification, one of the main
reasons is the blurry boundary of different moods. In genre classification, the intended
purpose of a blog can evolve over time, making genre distinctions difficult.

6. CONCLUSION

After reviewing Web classification research with respect to its features and algorithms,
we conclude this article by summarizing the lessons we have learned from existing
research and pointing out future opportunities in Web classification.
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Web page classification is a type of supervised learning problem that aims to categorize Web pages into a set of predefined categories based on labeled training data.
Classification tasks include assigning documents to categories on the basis of subject,
function, sentiment, genre, and more. Unlike more general text classification, Web page
classification methods can take advantage of the semistructured content and connections to other pages within the Web.
We have surveyed the published approaches to Web page classification from various
viewpoints, and summarized their findings and contributions, with a special emphasis
on the utilization and benefits of Web-specific features and methods.
We found that, while the appropriate use of textual and visual features that reside
directly on the page can improve classification performance, features from neighboring pages provide significant supplementary information to the page being classified.
Feature selection and the combination of multiple techniques can bring further improvement.
We expect that future Web classification efforts will certainly combine content and
link information in some form. In the context of the research surveyed here, future
work would be well advised to
—emphasize text and labels from siblings (cocited pages) over other types of neighbors;
—incorporate anchor text from parents; and
—utilize other sources of (implicit or explicit) human knowledge, such as query logs
and click-through behavior, in addition to existing labels to guide classifier creation.
In Section 2.1 we described a variety of classification problems that can be applied to
Web pages. However, most Web (and text) classification work focuses on hard classification with a single label per document. Some applications, however, require multilabel
classification and even soft classification—such as in the form of probability distributions over the possible classes. Multilabel and soft classification better represent the
real world—documents are rarely well represented by a single predefined topic. Unfortunately, complexity of evaluation and a lack of appropriate datasets has prevented
straightforward progress in these areas. Although somewhat more difficult, we suggest
that embedding such classification systems within a more easily evaluated task (perhaps just measuring “user satisfaction” of the resulting system) would be a productive
path forward.
This survey has focused on classification of Web pages where text is usually unstructured or semistructured. As an extension to the World Wide Web, the semantic Web
provides information in well-structured formats, specifically intended for machine processing. Examples of work in categorizing semantic Web documents can be found in
Patel et al. [2003]; Klose [2004]; Seidenberg and Rector [2006], and Loia and Senatore
[2006a, 2006b]. Supervised learning and semantic Web techniques have potentials of
synergy. On the one hand, supervised learning techniques (including the approaches to
Web page categorization discussed in this survey) are helpful in semantic Web-related
tasks, such as ontology mapping [Doan et al. 2002], and personalized annotation generation [Chirita et al. 2007]. On the other hand, categorization can also benefit from
the development of the semantic Web; for example, ontologies can be used as external
knowledge in Web classification [Nagarajan et al. 2007].
Although our survey has included many efforts in Web classification, additional opportunities for improvement in classification remain. Future work might address one
or more of the following:
—How much can intermediate classification help? This question applies both to assisting in Web page classification, and the converse, using Web page classification to aid
in another task. This might apply to Web page and site classification, or benefit other
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tasks such as query classification. It might also be applicable across different types
of classification, such as using topical classes to enhance functional classification.
—How much do text and link similarity measures reflect the semantic similarity between documents? Although the work by Menczer and colleagues [Menczer 2005;
Maguitman et al. 2005] casts some light on this question, a more definitive answer
requires further study.
—The use of information from neighboring nodes is valuable. But such information is
also noisy, and so all neighbors (even of the same type) are unlikely to be equally
valuable. How might neighbors (or portions of neighbors) be weighted or selected to
best match the likely value of the evidence provided?
—Hyperlink information often encodes semantic relationships along with voting for
representative or important pages. Would the complete integration of content information into link form be beneficial? This could be performed with various types of
artificial links, as we have surveyed, or in a combined model of underlying factors, as
in the combination of PHITS and PLSA [Cohn and Hofmann 2001] for Web information retrieval.
—Search engine spam [Gyöngyi and Garcia-Molina 2005a] is a significant concern in
Web information retrieval. What effect does Web spam have on topical or functional
classification?
—The lack of a standardized dataset, especially one with the spatial locality representative of the Web, is a significant disadvantage in Web classification research. How
can a truly representative dataset with these properties that is multiple orders of
magnitudes smaller than the actual Web be selected?
—In Section 2.1, we made a distinction between single-label and multilabel classification. Most existing work has focused on single-label classification. However, multilabel classification should not be considered a simple extension. For example, the
correlation among categories can be exploited to improve performance [Zhu et al.
2005]. Other questions remain. How does the degree of such correlations affect the
classification? Are the metrics used to evaluate single-labeled classification also reasonable for multilabel?
It is expected that solutions or even a better understanding of these problems may
lead to the emergence of more effective Web classification systems, as well as improvements in other areas of information retrieval and Web mining.
Finally, we wish to explicitly note the connection between machine learning and information retrieval (especially ranking). This idea is not new, and has underpinned
many of the ideas in the work presented here. A learning to rank community [Joachims
2002; Burges et al. 2005; Radlinski and Joachims 2005; Roussinov and Fan 2005; Agarwal 2006; Cao et al. 2006; Richardson et al. 2006] is making advances for both static
and query-specific ranking. There may be unexplored opportunities for using retrieval
techniques for classification as well. In general, many of the features and approaches
for Web page classification have counterparts in analysis for Web page retrieval.
Future advances in Web page classification should be able to inform retrieval and
vice versa.
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